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Introduction
So you’re an entrepreneur. Congratulations! I am as well, and I am forever grateful
that I chose this path over 20 years ago. I wrote this ebook because I know what
it’s like starting up a business and going through the ups and downs, all the while
trying to stay healthy. When you are your own boss, you would think it is easy to
work out when you want, how often you want, and where you want. But as you
know, in the entrepreneurial world, it’s not that simple. Yes, you are your own boss,
and yes, you often have the ability to determine your schedule, but you are not
always in control of the demands on your time. You may be needed for sales calls,
meetings with your employees, solving problems, or taking care of odds and
ends. Regardless of where you’re at on your entrepreneurial journey, if you don’t
take the time for your health, YOU will regret it. In the short term, you may
experience a lack of energy, feel tense or on edge, lack focus, or feel depressed.
Furthermore, if you don’t prioritize your health over the long term, you may develop
diabetes, high cholesterol, become obese, and may eventually die at a younger age
due to stress and other health related illnesses.

“The man who earns a million but
destroys his health in the process is
not really a success.” Zig Ziglar
“To Keep the body in good health is a
duty...otherwise we shall not be able
to keep our mind strong and clear. All
the money in the world can’t buy you
back good health. The foundation of
success in life is good health that is
the substratum fortune; it is also the
basis of happiness” Unknown
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This book will focus on the 3 pillars of success as it relates to your health and
wellness.
•

Nutrition. We will first take a look from about 3,000 feet
up at an overview of nutrition and then dial it in a little to
get you on the right track.

•

Fitness. We will discuss what a workout routine can look
like for those that feel they “don’t have time to workout”.

•

Mindset. Finally, we will touch on how your mindset may
be limiting your progress and then provide you with my
10 step approach to developing a mindset for success.

Please keep in mind, we are all unique. Personal growth happens in many ways.
Much like how you can lead your business to make it grow, there is more than just
one way to do so. The ebook outlines a general plan that I use to achieve my
personal goals and many of my clients have also found success in using this
approach. If you feel this information is useful and you want to get more specific
information on how you can be at your absolute best, clink the link below and we
can set up a time to discuss your goals in depth to develop your own “health plan”.
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Nutrition
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Getting on the Right Track
The word “diet” has a different
meaning to many of us. For some, it
has a negative connotation, but for
our purposes we will use the word
“diet” to describe our eating as a
whole. Diet is anywhere from 70-80%
of a successful plan. I understand as
an entrepreneur there are times when
you will take clients, employees, or
vendors out to breakfast, lunch,
dinner, and/or drinks. With my
strategies, you’ll still be able to do so,
while staying on track with your plan.
Think of your eating “diet” as your
company’s budget. If you keep
spending (buying supplies, inventory,
paying employees, etc…) and you
don’t bring in any money, you’ll go
broke. If you continue to eat “junk”,
drink too much alcohol, sugary drinks,
caffeine, and/or you don’t exercise,
you’ll eventually go broke.

Don’t worry. You don’t have to take a
food scale, measuring cup, or eat just
a salad with a piece of fish on this
plan. Instead, you will need to be
mindful of what you’re putting in your
mouth and what you’re putting out
(energy expenditure with exercise). In
general, using your hand, or the
attached portion control sheet are a
great way to keep your portions, and
thus your calories, in check. I realize
everyone’s hand size is different and
that’s why we have the other sheet for
you. I also understand that when you
go out to eat, you may not know how
many ounces or cups your serving
contains, so using these are a great
way for you to approximate the
amounts you’re consuming. These
tools combined with journaling, (like
“keeping a budget”), can help you to
make necessary adjustments.
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Sample Eating Plan
Here’s how you can implement portion control and mindful eating into the
busy schedule of a “real life” day.
Let’s assume that you’re a male who weighs between 181-210 lbs and you’re
looking to maintain your current weight. Now, let’s imaging your schedule for
the day includes a happy hour event in the afternoon that is followed by a
dinner meeting.
G/M- 1850-2000 calories
Protein: 6, Carbs: 2-3, Fruits: 1-2, Veggies: 6, Fats: 4-5 servings
Breakfast: 1 whole egg with 3 egg whites veggie omelet and 1 serving of fruit
Snack 1:

Collagen protein mixed in unsweetened green tea or coffee

Lunch:

Salad with 2 servings of chicken with vinaigrette dressing

Snack 2:

1 serving of turkey jerky with 1 cup veggies (bell pepper, carrots
and/or cucumber)

Dinner:

1 serving of protein, 1 serving of carbs, 1-2 drinks and 1-2 servings
of veggies
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Let’s Get Physical
I understand time is money and the more time you’re spending working out, the
less time you can be making money, running your business, being with family or
friends, but again, we MUST take some time for ourselves.
Ideally, you should be active daily, but at least aim to include these kinds of
exercises in your weekly routine.

•

Resistance Training: free weights, machines, body weight, bands,
suspension training, etc..) x 2-3 days a week

•

Cardiovascular Training: at least 20 minutes x 5 days a week reader

•

Yoga or Pilates: 1-2 days a week

•

Flexibility: work on flexibility daily
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Sample Workouts
The following sample workouts are some that I have personally used and I have
had some of my clients use. One of my goals, as a coach, is to take away
excuses that may have prevented you from working out in the past. I have
included some timed workouts here, which are great because you know exactly
how long they’ll take. There are also a couple workouts here that require only the
use of your body weight and elastic bands, so they can be done in a hotel room,
at home, or at the office. Finally, I have include two in-gym workouts.
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TIMED
WORKOUT
OPTION 1
Sample
Workouts
WARM-UP

*Windmills x 45 sec rest 5 sec ss w/Frankensteins (alteranting) x 45 sec rest 5
sec ss w/mountain climbers x 45 sec rest 5 sec x 2 rounds on all Approx: 6
minutes
CIRCUIT
Perform the rest of the workout as a circuit 1 x 3 times based on the amount
of time you have and your fitness level. . Go from one exercise to the next.
Beginners: 30 seconds of exercise with 15-30 seconds recovery
Intermediate: 40 seconds of exercise with 15-30 seconds recovery
Advanced: 45 seconds of exercise with 10-15 seconds recovery
Squats or squat jumps (if you have bands you can use them for added
resistance)
Push ups (if you have bands you can use them for added resistance)
Reverse lunges right leg back (rotate to knee that is forward to make it more
challenging and/or hold weight)
Reverse lunges left leg back
Bent over rows with palms facing in
Burpees (more advanced should do a push up and a jump, beginners can step out
instead of jumping back)
Bicycle kicks (opposite elbow to opposite knee)
Ice skaters
Plank jacks or if need be just hold plank
Curls to press
Jumping jacks
Bench Dips

Exercise picture here
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TIMED
WORKOUT
OPTION 2
Sample
Workouts
WARM-UP

*Y-T-A’s x 45 sec rest 5 sec ss w/Side Frankensteins x 45 sec rest 5 sec ss
w/scoops 45 sec rest 5 sec ss w/planks x 45 sec rest 5 sec x 2
rounds. Approx 8 minutes
CIRCUIT
Perform the rest of the workout as a circuit 1 x 3 times based on the amount
of time you have and your fitness level. . Go from one exercise to the next.
Beginner: 4 sets of 20 seconds of exercise with 10 seconds rest
Intermediate: 5 sets of 20 seconds of exercise with 10 seconds rest
Advanced: 6 sets of 20 seconds of exercise with 10 seconds rest

Push ups (vary the type each round-close, wide, regular, feet stacked, etc…)
Squats or squat jumps
Bent over rear delts (reverse flies)
Leg curls with ball, machine or pelvic raises
Burpees
Lat raises
Shin huggers
Mt climbers (vary the type-slow, quick, wide, to one side, etc..)
Alternating side lunges or skaters
Bench dips, tricep pushdowns or kickbacks
Curls
Run in place (vary the type-high knees, butt kicks, skip, etc…)
The above workouts are ones that can be done in a hotel, at home or at your
office as they require little to no equipment.
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GYM
WORKOUT
OPTION 1
Sample
Workouts
WARM-UP

Windmills 2 x 10 each ss w/core trio 2 x 10 each ss w/bicycle kicks 2 x 20
each ss w/ice skaters 2 x 15 each
WORKOUT
Block 1: Wide pull ups 3 x 8-10 ss w/over head squats 3 x 12 ss w/1 leg dead
lifts 3 x 12 each
Block 2: Alternating incline db press 3 x 8-12 each ss w/side lunges 3 x 12 each
ss w/bird dogs 2 x 10 each
Block 3: Squat to db press 3 x 10-15 ss w/close grip push ups to down dog 3 x
10-12 ss w/shin huggers 3 x 12-15
Block 4: Standing on 1 leg 1 arm db curls 3 x 10-12 each ss w/jumping jacks 3 x
20 ss w/seal jacks 3 x 20 ss w/planks 3 x 1 minute

Exercise picture here
Exercise picture here
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GYM
WORKOUT
OPTION 2
Sample
Workouts
WARM-UP

Windmills 2 x 10 each ss w/core trio 2 x 10 each ss w/bicycle kicks 2 x 20
each ss w/ice skaters 2 x 15 each
WORKOUT
Block 1: Wide pull ups 3 x 8-10 ss w/over head squats 3 x 12 ss w/1 leg dead
lifts 3 x 12 each
Block 2: Alternating incline db press 3 x 8-12 each ss w/side lunges 3 x 12 each
ss w/bird dogs 2 x 10 each
Block 3: Squat to db press 3 x 10-15 ss w/close grip push ups to down dog 3 x
10-12 ss w/shin huggers 3 x 12-15
Block 4: Standing on 1 leg 1 arm db curls 3 x 10-12 each ss w/jumping jacks 3 x
20 ss w/seal jacks 3 x 20 ss w/planks 3 x 1 minute

Exercise picture here
Exercise picture here
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Mindset
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Getting the Right Mindset
Mindset – to establish a set of beliefs and values held by oneself. What is
your mindset? If you are like the majority of people, it’s not as positive as you
might think. Do you find yourself thinking you’re not good enough? Do you
question if you will ever be successful? Maybe you feel that you don’t look
good enough? Maybe you doubt your ability to be the kind of parent, spouse,
partner, etc. that you want to be? I personally have and occasionally still
struggle with different aspects of my mindset. What I have found in my years
of coaching and researching is everyone that I have worked with does as
well. I have also found that those who are the most successful are able to
acknowledge these feelings, identify how these beliefs are limiting their
personal growth, and then use strategies to overcome these beliefs.
Let’s look at living life either below a line or above it. If you’re living life below
the line (even for a moment) you will experience negative emotions such as:
self doubt, anxiety, insecurity, fear, anger, frustration, guilt, envy, jealousy,
and so on. Just writing all of these makes me feel uneasy. What you must
keep in mind is that when you’re experiencing any one or a combination of
these emotions – You can not be experiencing abundance, love, gratitude,
success, joy, happiness, etc. Your brain will not think logically. You will be in
a fight or flight mentality and your brain will want you to do whatever it takes
to get out of the situation. This is not an ideal way to live, especially when
you are needed to make important decisions.
Furthermore, you will experience an increase in cortisol (a stress hormone
your body produces to product you). High levels of cortisol can lead to weight
gain (especially in the mid section) and in turn can lead to several health
issues. You will experience an increase in inflammation. Keep in mind, when
you’re body is inflamed you are more susceptible to disease and illness. Your
sleep will be disturbed. The inability to get quality rest will further increase all
the above.
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10 Strategies to Live Above the Line
I hear you, you know stress is not great and you know a healthy
mindset is ideal, but you don’t know how to get there. The following
strategies are those that I have learned over the years and personally
incorporate to help me live my life above the line.
1. The Gratitude Sandwich. I start every day and end every day with
an abundance of gratitude. While brushing my teeth, I go over
the various things I am grateful for. The key is to attach the
feeling with what you’re saying. For example, I am grateful for my
amazing family. I then think of how truly happy I am with my
family and this reflection helps to hardwire my brain to be in a
positive state. Some people (I have trained in the past) write
down anywhere from 3-10 things they are grateful for on a daily
basis as writing these helps them to be more mindful. Either way,
practicing gratitude is great and easy to do. “If the only prayer
you ever say in your entire life is thank you, it will be enough.”
Meister Eckhart [Johannes Eckhart]
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10 Strategies to Live Above the Line
1. Know Your Fab 5. Your Fab 5 are the 5 people you spend the
most time with. If your fab 5 are not that fab, you may have to
replace them. This is important because you tend to be a
compilation of those 5 people. Additionally, I like to break down
my life into my 6 healthy F’s. 1. Family, 2. Friends, 3. Faith, 4.
Food, 5. Fitness and 6. Finances. Take a close look at who you’re
spending time with and if you want to improve your fitness, but
no one in your fab 5 exercises, you should find someone that
does. If you are looking to be debt free, but all your friends are
living pay-check to pay-check, you should find a new 5 when it
comes to your finances. I am not saying you kick people out of
your life entirely, but you will need to be courageous enough
limit time spent with those that are not helping you to become
the best version of yourself.
2. Write a Mission Statement and Share it with Your 5. If you’re a
business owner (which I am assuming you are or aspire to be)
you probably have a mission statement or you’re working on one
for your business. Why? You do this, so people will know what
your business is about and because it helps you and your team
perform at a higher standard. You need to write a mission
statement for your personal life as well. It will change as your life
changes, so revaluate you statement every ¼ year or so. When I
was a single man, my mission was different than it is now that I
am married with kids. As my kids have gotten older, my mission
has changed. So don’t be afraid to change it, but the overall
values should remain the same.
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10 Strategies to Live Above the Line
1. Give Back!!!! You will find far more success, the more you are
willing to give back to those who are less fortunate. Whatever
group(s) you are passionate about, I strongly encourage you to
find time, resources and/or money to give to those in need.
1. Block and Shelf Your Tasks. I first heard of this strategy from
Darren Hardy. This strategy encourages you to work on a task for
a given amount of time (determined by you) then put it on a
“shelf” so you can focus on the next task at hand. Often times,
we work on one task and we don’t finish it and we allow it to
“bleed” into the next task and so on, until we feel like we’re
never able to catch up. Planning your day and setting specific
time for a particular task will help you tremendously.
1. Don’t Check E-mails, Texts, Social Media, etc. 1st thing or last
thing in your day. When we wake up and first look at anyone of
these, our schedule is at the mercy of others and we start playing
catch up from the beginning of the day. Studies show you should
stay off your electronic devices for at least one hour before going
to bed as well. Screen lights and the content of these messages
and applications cause stress and make it more difficult to go to
sleep. I suggest that first thing in the morning, you brush your
teeth, while practicing gratitude, drink water with lemon and sea
salt (helps with dehydration), mediate and/or light stretches for a
few minutes, shower, eat and then check on and proceed to do
whatever else may need to be done during your day.
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10 Strategies to Live Above the Line
1. Stop Believing the Same Sob Story. I’m sorry if you had a rough
life, you were bullied, your family was not wealthy, you were
overweight, or whatever else may have happened to you. We all
have a past. You can not live in the present and be ready for the
future if you keep living life as you did in the past. Acknowledge
what happened, give thanks because you are now the person
you are, in part, because of what happened in the past. However,
you must start to live life they way you want.
1. Create Daily, Weekly, Monthly and Yearly Goals. I suggest you
plan at least a year in advance and then work back to plan out
your months/weeks accordingly. For example, if you want to have
$12,000 in your bank account within a year and currently you
have $0. This means each month you need to put $1,000 in your
account, so each week you will need save about $250. Daily, you
will need to average around $33. This will help you so that if after
one month you’re not there, you don’t have to feel distressed
and that it’s not achievable. Rather you may need to reconsider
the current plan of action and modify it.
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10 Strategies to Live Above the Line
1. Hire a Coach. Having a coach/mentor will help assure you reach
your full potential. I am fond of the way Martin Rooney describes
the role of a coach. He says the job of a coach is to take you
somewhere. Better yet, the job should be to take you where you
want to go. If you need help with fitness, you should hire a coach
that specializes in that domain. This will allow you to focus on
what you are great at and let him/her help you where you need
help. If you feel your business isn’t where you want it to be, you
should find a coach/mentor that has a successful business and
offers allow them to advise you. We can not all be experts in all
areas, so focus on the area(s) you love, areas that you can make
money in, those you can be the best in the world at, and hire
someone to either help you with the other areas or can manage
those areas for you.
1. “Just Do It”-Nike. These strategies and this book are great, but a
tool is only good if you use it and if it’s the right tool for the
job. Know where you need help, understand what you know,
recognize what you don’t know, and be open to support.
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Coaching Offer
I want to personally acknowledge you for taking the time to read this ebook in
search of becoming a healthier, happier, and more successful entrepreneur. I
know that time is precious and I am grateful for the time you dedicated to this.
Now, I encourage you to continue the journey you started today by joining our
community on Facebook and/or Instagram and share with us what first step
you’re going to take next. Let us know of any obstacles you foresee and how
you’re going to overcome them. Lastly, if you feel you are need of a fitness,
nutrition and/or mindset coach email me at scott@scottkeppel.com and in the
subject line use the code “HealthyEntrenpeneur” to receive 1 month of online
coaching FREE, when you commit to our basic program. (That’s a savings of
$200!) If you live in AZ, use the same code and you’ll receive 2 weeks of inperson coaching FREE when you sign up.
Get Free Coaching
NOW

www.scottkeppel.com
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